Specialty Chemicals Source Book - Fourth Edition

Description: The specialty chemical industry is focused on the development of chemicals and materials from the perspective of function and market value. The emphasis is not on the empirical structure of these chemicals, but on how they serve end-user markets. The growth of specialty chemicals as a global industry, is tied to exploring and expanding functions and applications for both new and existing chemicals that can serve traditional and niche markets, as well as bringing these chemicals to new geographic markets.

It is essential for those involved in the production and distribution of specialty chemicals to have ready access to a reference that contains integrated information on these chemicals, their properties, functional and application market sectors, manufacturers and distributors. Specialty Chemicals Source Book, now in its Fourth Edition, serves this purpose. It has been extensively revised and expanded and now contains approximately 18,000 monographs on this group of chemicals with 70,000 cross-referenced chemical synonyms, and more than 60,000 trade name equivalents.

Primary source for information on trade name and generic chemical products. Data from technical specification sheets, brochures, and MSDS from over 4,400 chemical manufacturers and their branches are collected, processed, and updated on a continuous basis. This research has yielded comprehensive profiles on the generic chemicals contained in this reference and are currently used in a variety of formulated end products. This two-volume reference profiles these chemicals, lists and fully cross-references their chemical and trade name synonyms, and presents full contact information for their generic and trade name chemical manufacturers (including email and internet addresses).

The Specialty Chemicals Source Book will be of special interest to:

- Chemical Engineers
- Chemical Technologists
- Chemical Formulators
- Research Chemists
- Plant Managers
- Sales Personnel
- Project Planners
- Government Regulators
- Safety Officers
- Market Researchers
- Patent & Trademark Specialists
- Purchasing Agents
- Chemical Brokers
- Industrial & Technical Libraries
- Consultants

Major Industries Covered:

- Adhesives/ Sealants
- Agriculture
- Chemical Processing
- Coatings/Paints
- Construction
- Cosmetics
- Elastomers/ Rubber
- Electronics
- Dyes/Colorants
- Food Additives
- Food Processing/Packaging
- Fuel Treatment
- Industrial & Institutional Cleaning
- Inks
- Lubricants/ Functional Fluids
- Masonry
- Metallurgy
- Mineral Processing
- Mining
- Oilfield
- Paper/Pulp
- Petroleum Processing
- Pharmaceutical
- Photography
- Specialty Polymers
- Textiles
- Water Management

Monographs Include:

- Cas Registry Numbers
- EINECS/ELINCS Numbers
- FEMA Numbers
- UN/DOT Numbers
- Classification
- Definition
- Chemical Synonyms
- Trade Name Synonyms
- Trade Name Manufacturers
- Empirical Formula
- Molecular Formula
- Properties
- Storage
- Toxicology
- Precautions
- Hazardous Decomposition Products
- NFPA Ratings
- HMIS Ratings
- Regulatory Data
- Functions and Applications (Uses)
- Use Level
- Generic Manufacturers/Distributors

Please Note

Hard Copy comprises:

- 3,278 oversized pages

Software Copy comprises:

- Full-text Search with boolean operators
- 18 browseable keyword indexes
- Hyperlinks enable instant access/previews of other reference topics
- Web and Email access to Chemical Manufacturers
- Click and Go Table of Contents: Left Pane Explorer-like icons enable you to instantly go to any section of this Title or any other installed ChemLib product.

Contents: PART I - Specialty Chemical Monographs contains more than 18,000 specialty chemical entries. Each entry contains information including the following categories: CAS (Chemical Abstract Service), EINECS/ELINCS (European Inventory of Existing Commercial Chemical Substances/European List of Notified Chemical Substances), and UN/DOT reference numbers, classification, definition, chemical synonyms, trade name synonyms (including manufacturers), empirical and molecular formulas, properties, toxicology, precautions, storage, uses, use level, regulatory details, manufacturers and distributors. All generic chemical synonyms and trade name synonyms are cross-referenced back to the main entry.
Software features:

- Full-text Search with Boolean operator support


Hyperlinking: Trade name and generic chemical manufacturers to Manufacturers Directory and Manufacturer Web sites

Part II - Function/Application Index is a powerful tool for locating chemicals based on functions and industrial application areas. By searching for functional key words such as catalyst, moisture scavenger, plasticizer or application key words, such as inks, coatings, elastomers, thermoplastic resins, the user is directed to the appropriate specialty chemical monographs.

Software features:

- Full-text Search with Boolean operator support
- Hyperlinking: Generics to Generic Chemical section

Part III - Manufacturers Directory contains detailed contact information for the more than 4400 manufacturers of the trade name products and generic chemicals that are referenced in this source book. Wherever possible, telephone, telefax, toll-free 800 numbers, Email and Internet addresses, and complete mailing addresses are included for each manufacturer.

Software features:

- Full-text Search with Boolean operator support

Keyword Indexes: Comprehensive Index, Manufacturers Dir, Manufacturers X-Ref, MFG Web&Email Directory

Hyperlinking: All cross-references (alternate names) to main entries, Manufacturer Web sites, Manufacturer Email

Part IV - CAS Registry Number Index

Part V - EINECS/ELINCS Number Index

Part VI - Chemical Formula Index
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Software Copy comprises:

- Full-text Search with boolean operators
- 18 browseable keyword indexes
- Hyperlinks enable instant access/previews of other reference topics
- Web and Email access to Chemical Manufacturers
- Click and Go Table of Contents: Left Pane Explorer-like icons enable you to instantly go to any section of this Title or any other installed Chemlib product.
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Order Information
Please verify that the product information is correct and select the format(s) you require.

Product Name: Specialty Chemicals Source Book - Fourth Edition
Web Address: http://www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/836791/
Office Code: SCA03SHR

Product Formats
Please select the product formats and quantity you require:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantity</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hard Copy:</td>
<td>USD 575 + USD 56 Shipping/Handling</td>
</tr>
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Please indicate the payment method you would like to use by selecting the appropriate box.

☐ Pay by credit card: You will receive an email with a link to a secure webpage to enter your credit card details.

☐ Pay by check: Please post the check, accompanied by this form, to:

Research and Markets,
Guinness Center,
Taylors Lane,
Dublin 8,
Ireland.

☐ Pay by wire transfer: Please transfer funds to:

Account number 833 130 83
Sort code 98-53-30
Swift code ULSBIE2D
IBAN number IE78ULSB98533083313083
Bank Address Ulster Bank,
27-35 Main Street,
Blackrock,
Co. Dublin,
Ireland.
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